
 
 
 

 
 

THE WOMEN’S MEDIA SUMMIT PRESENTS A WHITE PAPER ADDRESSING GENDER 
INEQUITY IN U.S. ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA AND LAUNCHES TWO NEW PROGRAMS:  

THE WOMEN’S MEDIA ACTION COALITION (WeMac)  
and GRADE MY MOVIE, A NEW ONLINE CONSUMER TOOL 

 
September 20, 2017 – Provincetown, MA – The Women’s Media Summit, a group of over 100 thought 
leaders from various industries today issued a white paper that outlines an action plan for eliminating 
gender inequity in U.S. entertainment media. This white paper lays out the persistent problem of gender 
inequality in entertainment media and provides a practical action plan to achieve equal representation of 
women behind the scenes and on the screen in film, television, and streaming platforms. Women hold 
only 3% of above-the-line and green-lighting positions in the media industry and are vastly 
underrepresented as protagonists and lead characters in film and television.  
 
Caroline Heldman, co-author of the white paper said: “A lot of smart people have been working on gender 

injustice in entertainment media for decades, but progress has been slow and stagnant in recent years. 

This White Paper provides the blueprint for a new national movement to demand an equal seat at the 

table for women in entertainment media.” 

 

This white paper was generated through the collective effort of over 100 thought leaders from various 

industries who came together in Provincetown, MA in April of 2017 for the Women’s Media Summit. 

Attendees brought their expertise as directors, producers, writers, professors, non-profit leaders, political 

representatives, attorneys, and corporate CEOs. Together, they gained a shared understanding of the 

barriers to gender justice in entertainment media and brainstormed effective strategies for knocking them 

down.  

 

Keynote Speaker Alysia Reiner said: “The Women's Media Summit was so deeply powerful because we 

came together as a community of women and created The White Paper, our plan of action: unique 

solutions with time frames and specific goals, including the funding and marketing, and tax breaks for 

content made by women. As an actress and producer who loves hiring other women and breaking both 

statics and status quo, I love that we are helping create an actual system to reward those choices.” 

 

Summit participants identified seven strategies for gender justice in media: 1) litigation against gender 

discriminatory practices; 2) lobbying policymakers at the federal level to address persistent gender 

discrimination in entertainment media; 3) tax credits to encourage the hiring of more female filmmakers; 

4) development of a financing network for female filmmakers; 5) development of a promotion fund to 

advertise films made by women; 6) development of a marketing campaign to educate the public about the 

issue of gender discrimination in Hollywood; and 7) development of a consumer campaign to encourage 

viewers to vote with their dollars for gender equity. 

 

Christine Walker, Summit producer and co-author of the white paper said: “Efforts are already underway 

to run a concerted campaign using litigation, legislation, and consumer activism to pressure the industry 



 
 
 
to do the right thing by hiring more women behind the scenes and featuring more and better female 

characters in film, television, and streaming media.” 

 

Two new programs were created in the wake of the Summit: the Women’s Media Action Coalition 

(WeMac), a coalition to oversee implementation of the seven strategies (WeMac.org), and 

GradeMyMovie.com, a tool for consumers to reward films with crews that include women and people of 

color in key storytelling positions. This white paper is the blueprint for a new national movement to 

achieve gender justice in entertainment media. The stories and images in media are influential in shaping 

virtually every aspect of our lives, and it is vitally important for women to take their rightful place as equal 

participants to and contributors in our cultural narrative. 

 

Maria Giese, Summit Co-Chair and co-author of the white paper said: “Hollywood has kept women 

filmmakers shut out for decades because it is allowed to self-regulate and faces no effective oversight 

body. Now is the time to stop relying on inside-industry solutions and demand the opportunity for equal 

participation in our nation’s cultural narrative.” 

 

To download the white paper: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3eykzu0dyharq58/AAA_ozHQCLrva0SqAOSVDADca?dl=0  

 

The Women’s Media Summit is an annual event held in Provincetown, MA and hosted by the 

Provincetown Film Society. For more information about the Women’s Media Summit, go to 

www.womensmediasummit.com.  

 

For footage from the summit, go to Women's Media Summit Video. 
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